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YOUR MISSION COMPLETED: CHOCOLATE VS. VANILLA
Last week, we asked Gastroposters to use their sweet tooth for an unforgettable sugary showdown.
From donuts to dipped strawberries, Vancouver went cuckoo for cocoa while vanilla had to settle for
second place this Valentine’s Day. On these pages, Twitter handles are in blue and Instagram in brown.

TEAM CHOCOLATE

TEAM VANILLA

84%

16%

Alexandra Rathgeber
@chilipandp
Definitely vanilla with this
New York cheesecake

Areta Wong

Anna Wang
@tunaanna
This vanilla cream puﬀ won me
over. Courtesy of Beard Papa’s

Angie Wright

100% chocolate, 100% of the time!

@fridaycakenight

Chantal Ireland
@chantalireland
Joy the Baker’s double
chocolate donuts

Iris Wong
@iiirrrisss
Dark chocolate and berry
coulis

Leila Kwok
@leilakwok
A delicious chocolate-covered
strawberry

Mae Uy
@maeuy
Dark chocolate gelato drizzled
with white chocolate

Alex Sorensen
@alikzandra
Chocolate for the win!
Chocolate raspberry cupcakes

Jodi Hill
@algyax
Chocolate wins because a box
of vanilla just isn’t any fun

@foodgressing
Vanilla liège waffle with matcha ice cream from
Crackle Crème.

Christy Chan
@pinkeverlasting
Vanilla ice cream crunchy
waﬄes

Jessie Liang
@jessiektsf
Vanilla tart from Alexander’s
Patisserie

Carmen Graham
@carmenholly
Vanilla soya ice cream with
mandarine oranges

Po On Yeung
@poymeetsworld
Layers of puﬀ pastry and Tahitian
vanilla bean pastry cream

Natasha Slawter
@sonaturaltasha
Vanilla cake with fruit and
bavarian cream

Nicolette Co
@hungrypiglet604
Vanilla cupcakes with real
strawberry frosting

Rachel Leung
@radiantrachels
Mint and chocolate. Cookies
and milk. The perfect pairing

Jessica Smart

@westcoastbelle
Always chocolate — especially with nuts and
caramel.

Torrey Coad
@mindfulmorsels
Vegan chocolate chia seed
pudding with fresh berries

Stephanie Stewart
@stephstewart

The basis for vanilla pancakes for “Pancake
Tuesday.”
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MORE TEAM CHOCOLATE


 Get your food pics
& ideas published in
The Vancouver Sun
 Be the first to find out
about new missions

YOUR NEXT
MISSION:
HAPPY
CHINESE
NEW YEAR

Krizelle Tan

@krizllybear
Homemade strawberries dipped in chocolate.

Daniel Miles
@dannyjmiles
Rich dark chocolate custard
with hazelnut praline base

Caylie Warkentin
@cayliewarkentin
A homemade vegan, sugar-free
chocolate eggplant cake

Jessica Relos
@jesshhiikka
Chocolate roses

Nancy Josland Dalsin
Frequent Gastroposter
Homemade bittersweet
chocolate truﬄes to share

Carman Wong
@carman20
Hot chocolate in Vancouver

Lisa Rees
@maisonrees
Homemade chocolate whoopie
hearts

Nikki Douglas
@nikkijdee
Chocolate fondue

Gina So
@gina_so
Chocolate trio cake

Megan Watkins
@meganhwatkins
Peanut butter, chocolate chip
and oats rice krispies

Kaori Keenan
@karolinaks
Made dark chocolate dipped
cherry cookies

Sarah Cheung
@sarahcheung37
Dessert for breakfast, no
shame: chocolate budino cake

Last year, Vancouver Gastroposters got on their horse
to celebrate Chinese New Year. With the Year of the
Goat nearly upon us, we’d be remiss not to make your
mission a revisiting of the rich Chinese cuisine and
culture available in the lower mainland. From Peking
Duck to dumplings to deep-fried chicken balls, there’s
an endless number of dishes to choose from. Whether
you’re seeking out authentic flavours or sticking with
sweet and sour, show us how you’re celebrating the
new year Chinese-style. Kung hei fat choy!

MISSION INSPIRATION

Gastroposter Fiona Yu gets ready for Chinese New
Year by making freshly baked lemon-infused
pineapple tarts. “They are a traditional treat during
this time of year in Singapore and Malaysia,”
Fiona says. “After making it from scratch, I finally
understand why they are so expensive as each
individual pineapple tart is heavily labour intensive!”
But they certainly look well worth the effort.
Rebecca Coleman
@rebeccacoleman
Valentine heart chocolate
caramel

Chiara Fabbro
@chiarazzard
Chocolate and strawberry
Pocky cake

Lisa Cheung
@hungryvancouver
Chocolate bonchaz. Chocolate
makes everything better

GASTROPOST IT

Whatever you eat in order to complete
the mission, the important part is sharing
it with the Gastropost community.
There are several ways to do that:

Pam Singtoroj
@holdmytacos
Chocolate banana brownie
crêpe to feel better

Tazim Damji
@beingtazim
Vegan double chocolate chunk
cookies

Vivian Leung
@vvnwyl
Chocolate pecan cookies with
rosemary and Maldon sea salt

Follow us on
Instagram and
tag a photo with
#gastropost

Post a photo
through Twitter
and tag it with
#gastropost

Post
directly
to our
website

Visit gastropost.com to see what your
fellow Gastroposters have been eating.

gastropost.com
Kathy Lee
@zombieampharos
Chocolate mochi ice cream
with strawberries

Voiz Choi
@voiz
Chocolate éclair at Hungarian
Pastry Shop in New York

Christina Naim
@cen03fit
Smooth dark chocolate layer
mousse cake

DON’T HESITATE TO GET IN TOUCH WITH US.
WE’D LOVE TO HEAR FROM YOU.
Email us at vancouver@gastropost.com
Or contact us through Twitter at @GastropostVAN
Follow us on Instagram at @GastropostVAN

